WHEN TREASURES VISIT, CELEBRATE THEM.....

IT HAS BEEN A MOST PRODUCTIVE AND ENTERTAINING TIME IN THE ARCHIVES.
IN KEEPING WITH THE LU REES ARCHIVES BOARD'S VISION FOR THE ARCHIVES TO ACHIEVE NATIONAL RECOGNITION WE HAVE CONTINUED TO BUILD ON THE RELATIONSHIPS THE ARCHIVES HAS WITH AUTHORS, ILLUSTRATORS, PUBLISHERS AND OTHERS INVOLVED IN PRODUCING AUSTRALIAN CHILDREN’S LITERATURE. AND, THEY HAVE ACTIVELY ENGAGED WITH US. OUR RECENT TRIUMPHS INCLUDE A VERY SUCCESSFUL TALK BY HAZEL EDWARDS, A SERIES OF TALKS THAT CELEBRATED THE WORKS OF COLIN THIELE AND AN EXHIBITION OF MATERIALS FROM HIS TITLES. BUT MORE ON THOSE LATER, FIRST OUR WONDERFUL VISITORS.

WE WERE DELIGHTED TO WELCOME DEBORAH NILAND WHEN SHE AND FAMILY MEMBERS CAME TO VISIT IN EARLY FEBRUARY. DEBORAH, HER BROTHER PATRICK AND BROTHER IN-LAW RAFE CHAMPION, TOOK A TOUR OF THE ARCHIVES AND VIEWED HOLDINGS.

DEBORAH HAS ILLUSTRATED MANY POPULAR BOOKS INCLUDING When the Wind Changed BY HER MOTHER, RUTH PARK AND There's a Hippopotamus on our Roof Eating Cake BY HAZEL EDWARDS. HER COLLABORATIVE WORK WITH TOM NILAND CHAMPION AND KILMENY NILAND RESULTED IN THE WONDERFUL WORK THAT IS THE TALL MAN & THE TWELVE BABIES. GO TO DEBORAH'S WEBSITE TO SEE A FULL LIST OF HER WORK AND AWARDS.

DEBORAH DONATED A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS THAT WILL DELIGHT AND ENGAGE RESEARCHERS AND THOSE WISHING TO TAKE A CLOSER LOOK. THANK YOU DEBORAH FOR YOUR CONTINUED AND GENEROUS SUPPORT OF THE ARCHIVES.

OTHER ESTEEMED PEOPLE WHO VISITED WERE RANI DAVIS, LAILA BRAITHWAITE, SANDRA MARTIN (ERA), BEV AUSTIN, MIKE BOTHAM, RICHARD YAXLEY, DOREEN WILSON, KAREN WILLIAMS AND ROBIN WATSON. JEFF AND JANNE
MINGE (COLIN THIELE’S DAUGHTER) WERE ACCOMPANIED BY GREAT FRIENDS ALAN & HELEN BRADSHAW. HEATHER MONRO-ALLISON IS OUR CURRENT STUDENT INTERN.

(Left) Belle Alderman, Rafe Champion, Patrick and Deborah Niland drove from Sydney to visit. (Right) Max Brown holding Jean Chapman’s *Tell Me a Tale* illustrated by Deborah Niland. Max will be conserving and describing works donated by Deborah for the artwork collection.

‘Hippopotomusing’ with Hazel Edwards

On May 22, Hazel Edwards OAM, author of many greatly loved books, came to Canberra to talk to a packed audience about her memoir. This joyous event was to support the work of the Archives and was held at ALIA House in Deakin. Hazel delighted the audience with her love of writing and her enthusiasm for sharing. A display of items from the Archives’ research collection drew much admiring comment and also showcased Ann James’ wonderful illustrations.
THE COLIN THIELE FESTIVAL

The Archives presented "Colin Thiele: His Work and Legacy" at the Ann Harding Conference Centre, University of Canberra on 2 June. Janne Minge, Colin’s daughter and the family spokesperson for his legacy, Walter McVitty publisher of 14 of Colin’s books and Margaret Carmody, researcher who studied Colin Thiele’s life and work for her thesis provided the large audience with wonderful insights into the man and his deep love of language. John Sheedy, the Director of the Storm Boy production spoke of the challenges and triumphs of undertaking this world premier event very generously supported by Gretel Packer. To see more photographs go to our Facebook page. To see the video created by the University of Canberra click on this link.

Major Exhibition
An exhibition, featuring items from the Archives' research collection relating to Colin Thiele’s books, as well as items from the Thiele family is now on view at the Canberra Civic Library from 2 to 28 June during normal library hours. A sincere thank you to Dr Margaret Bromley, who curated the exhibition, ably assisted at the installation by Belinda Gamlen and Max Brown. We appreciated their creating this fabulous treat for us all to enjoy. We would also like to thank Helen Modrak who created guides to the exhibition for teachers and children.
(Top Left) Janne Minge gave insights into her father Colin Thiele, his love of language and writing. (Top Right) Belle Alderman AM and Storm Boy Director, John Sheedy in the foyer of the Ann Harding Building at the University of Canberra.
(Bottom Left) Rose Howes and Lynn Fletcher welcomed guests and participants. (Bottom Right) Professor Nick Klomp Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Education) University of Canberra and Lu Rees Archives Board Member spoke about the treasure that is the Lu Rees Archives and its magnificent Thiele collection.

**Omnithon**

We are extremely pleased to announce that within two months we have reached our goal to raise $8,500 to create a guide to the Omnibus Books Publisher Archive. We are overwhelmed by your support. Thank you for ensuring that this important part of our literary heritage is documented for posterity.

‘Omnithon’ is not a proper word, but it fits our project! Over three years, volunteers spent 950 hours sorting, labeling and placing material into 103 boxes and 30 plan cabinet drawers. This became the Omnibus Books Publishing Archive. We did not have the time to create a guide to this collection.
Now, through your generous donations, we can produce this guide. There are additional Omnibus records which we will work on after we complete this current project. If you would like to add your support to continue this project, you can find our donor form here. All donations to the Archives are tax deductible.

(Below) Volunteers working on the Omnibus Book Publisher Archives.